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Anne-Marie “believed in the importance of effective multi-

disciplinary team working, systemic thinking and 

evidence-based interventions to help young people and 

their families. She was also greatly interested in the 

management of health systems to provide good quality 

compassionate care”.



Some assumptions 

Multidisciplinary working (MDW) is not an end in itself

MDW important to the extent that it enables what we do

Quality indicators

Accessibility 

Compassion

Effectiveness

Sustainability



“…I keep picturing all these little kids playing some game in 

this big field of rye and all. Thousands of little kids, and 

nobody's around - nobody big, I mean - except me. And I'm 

standing on the edge of some crazy cliff. What I have to do, I 

have to catch everybody if they start to go over the cliff - I 

mean if they're running and they don't look where they're going 

I have to come out from somewhere and catch them. That's all 

I do all day. I'd just be the catcher in the rye and all. I know it's 

crazy, but that's the only thing I'd really like to be.”

Holden Caulfield

in J D Salinger “The Catcher in the Rye”



No man (sic) is an island….

Together We Stand (HAS, 1995)

Picture of a network of teams and agencies working 

together

“Multidisciplinary CAMHS” 

An approach as much as “a thing”



A remarkable opportunity 

Scottish Needs Assessment Programme CAMH Report (2003)

The matter of language 

The scale of the problem

Public mental health

Promotion, prevention and care on same page



Mental health policy for children

Framework for Promotion, Prevention and Care (2005)

Looks at all services dealing with children 

Sets out activities, outcomes and actors

Always needs to be worked out locally 



Capacity

“Capacity is clearly dependent upon available 

resources and, in particular, the range and 

level of skill with an agency or team. But it is 

not solely determined by them. These 

resources exist in a dynamic balance with a 

range of contextual and environmental factors 

which can operate to enhance or reduce 

effective capacity” 

CAMH SNAP Report, p67 



NHS CAMHS: 2005-17

2005: “1200 – 1450 wte required to deliver 

Framework for Promotion, Prevention and 

Care”

September 2005, ISD began to report of the 

total number of clinical staff in post in NHS 

Scotland CAMHS 

September 2006: 741 headcount, 653.7 wte

June 2017: 1169 headcount, 1004.1 wte



Context and environment 

“Don't get too friendly with the nurses”

A stimulus to curiosity

“Oh, the nurses and the teachers should be friends”

Getting difference

Handling knowledge

Who can learn from whom?



Building sustainable teams

“Platforms for intervention”

The place of safe uncertainty 

The team as a secure base 

Fruit, caramel wafers or caramel shortcake 



In conclusion….

• Is what we offer:

• Accessible for those who need it?

• Delivered with compassion?

• Able to make a difference that makes a difference?

• And can we keep on doing it?
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